
KDMA INTERNATIONAL 
Summer Holiday Homework 

 CLASS X (Session 2024-25) 

 

                                           Date: 14/05/2024 
SUBJECT HOME-WORK 

English Do Worksheet of  Modals  and Comprehension 

Hindi 

Maths Complete Lab Manual as discussed and instructed in class. 

Physics * Revise Reflection and Refraction (all covered topics)  
* Do Worksheet that will be sent in the group 
* Do MCQs of light given at back side of LSMK book 

Chemistry 1. Complete practical 1-4 in the lab manual as explained in the class. 
2. Make portfolio as follows in comment sheets arranged in file- 
       Cover page with name,  Your brief introduction,  Index page 
Definition of Types of reactions with 2 example each- 
Chemical name, chemical formula, preparation reaction, any 2 uses for Caustic soda, Washing soda, Baking soda, 
Bleaching powder , Plaster of paris 

Biology 1.Write Experiments 1 to 4 in Biology Lab Manual  as instructed in class. 
2.Prepare topics respiration and nutrition for test.  
3.Draw important diagrams with proper labelling. 

S.St Write & Prepare  these topics in Project File. 
1. India and the Great Depression. 
2. Rebuilding the World Economy and Interlinking Production across countries. 
3. The Early Post-War Years: The role of roadways, railways, waterways and airways in building the national 
economy. 
4. Decolonization and Independence - The Role of World Trade Organization. 
5.Impact of Globalization in India and role of waterways and airways 

Comp 1. Make 10 webpages on any one topic and link them to form a website. Submit the website in CD or DVD or 
pendrive. 
2. Write 10 HTML programs given in the book on different tags in practical notebooks. 

Vocal 1-All Short notes  
2-All Taal's  
3- Tanpura 
4- Raag bhopali 

Painting *Make any one folk art  painting in your art notebook . 
*Make a beautiful wall hanging craft with the help of plastic spoon (video and link will be sent in art group ) 

Tabla 1-All Short notes  
2-All Taal's  
3-All Gharana's  
4-Practice Kaydas in Teen Taal. 
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